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16S rRNA gene-based molecular analysis of mat-forming and accompanying bacteria covering organically-enriched marine sediments underlying a salmon farm in Southern Chile (Calbuco Island)
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ABSTRACT

The mat forming bacteria covering organic matter-enriched and anoxic marine sediments underlying a salmon farm in Southern Chile, were examined using 16S rRNA gene phylogenies. This mat was absent in the sea bed outside the direct influence of the farm (360 m outside fish cages). Based on nearly complete 16S rRNA gene sequences (~1500 bp), mat-forming filamentous cells were settled as the sulphur-oxidizing and putatively dissimilative nitrate-reducing Beggiatoa spp., being closely related (up to 97% sequence identity) to Beggiatoa spp. identified in eutrophic shallow sediments in northern Europe (Danish Limfjorden and German Dangast inlets). Their phylogenetic affiliation was consistent with their morphology as vacuolated and sulphur-containing cells arranged on tandem along trichomes (18 to 28 µm diameter). Additionally, deltaproteobacterial sulphate reducers, Sulfurospirillum, Sulfurovum and Fusibacter were detected according to partial 16S rRNA gene sequences (~500 bp). Their concurrence with Beggiatoa suggested an intense and complex sulphur cycle within the surface of these aquaculture-affected sediments, which may have important implications for the necessity of more efficient benthic-bioremediation of finfish aquaculture in Chile and worldwide.
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RESUMEN

Las bacterias formadoras de tapete sobre sedimentos anóxicos enriquecidos orgánicamente por residuos de una instalación de cultivo intensivo de salmones en el sur de Chile fueron examinadas usando 16S rDNA genetogenetiquas. Este tapete no se encontraba en lo lecho marino del frente del cultivo (360 m alejado de las balsas). Según el análisis de secuencias casi completas de este gen (~1500 bp), las células filamentosas formadoras de tapete fueron identificadas como sulfuro-oxidantes Beggiatoa spp., del tipo vacuolado y putativamente capaces de reducir desasimilatoriamente nitrato en amonio, siendo estrechamente relacionadas (hasta 97% de homología) con Beggiatoa spp. identificadas en sedimentos de baja profundidad en mares interiores eutrofizados de Dinamarca (Limfjorden) y el norte de Alemania (Dangast). Esta afiliación filogenética fue consistente con la morfología caracterizadora, es decir, presencia de células discoideas con vacuolas y gránulos de azufre, dispuestas a lo largo de un tren o tricoma de 18 a 28 µm de diámetro. Adicionalmente, deltaproteobacterias reductoras de sulfato, Sulfurospirillum, Sulfurovum y Fusibacter fueron también detectados de acuerdo a sus secuencias parciales del gen ARNr 16S (~500 bp). La concurrencia de estas células con los filamentos de Beggiatoa sugieren el funcionamiento de un ciclo de azufre intenso y complejo ocurriendo en la superficie de estos sedimentos afectados por el cultivo de salmones, ciclo que puede aportar importantes consideraciones biológicas a la necesidad de un biocontrol y/o biorremediaición del impacto bentónico por la acuicultura de peces marinos en Chile y el mundo.

PALABRAS CLAVE: Ciclo de azufre, genes16S rARN, salmonicultura, sedimentos, tapete de Beggiatoa.
INTRODUCTION

The inland seas of Southern Chile (south-west coasts of South America) provide an intricate system of protected fjords and shallow channels with good conditions for aquaculture. Mild temperatures and abundant regular freshwater inputs represent highly competitive advantages for salmon and trout farming, making Chile one of the top producers of these species in the world (Buschmann et al. 2008).

One of the key environmental concerns of this large-scale industry is the accumulation of organic wastes (fish faecal matter and uneaten food) on the sea-bed beneath fish-cages. These accumulations increase anaerobic microbial metabolisms in sediments and raise emissions of environmentally undesirable chemicals, like H₂S and methane into the water column. The sulphide in the interstitial layer could be oxidized by superficial microbial white mats dominated by the big filamentous bacteria classified as Beggiatoa sp. (Schulz & Jørgensen 2001; Jørgensen et al. 2005), which have been frequently used as indicators for environment pollution underneath aquaculture operations in the world (Buschmann et al. 2008; Bissett et al. 2006; Brooks et al. 2003).

Beggiatoa are morphologically and physiologically heterogenic (Schulz & Jørgensen 2001). Some marine species contain nitrate-accumulating vacuoles and are able to couple sulphide-oxidation with dissimilative nitrate-reduction to ammonium (DNRA) (Jørgensen et al. 2005). At present, most detailed studies of Beggiatoa-mats and interacting bacteria have been performed in sulphide-rich sediments beneath extensive upwelling marine regions (Schulz et al. 1996), deep-sea hydrothermal vents (Nelson et al. 1989), sulphide-rich cold seeps (Lloyd et al. 2006, 2010; Mills et al. 2004; McHatton et al. 1996) and shallow marine sediments with natural or anthropogenic organic enrichment (Sayama et al. 2005; Kojima & Fukui 2003; Mussmann et al. 2003). However, studies of such communities and geochemical implications in marine sediments organically enriched by aquaculture operations are scarce (e.g. Bissett et al. 2006; Asami et al. 2005; Christensen et al. 2000) and even completely absent for aquaculture-exposed Chilean environments.

In the present study, mat forming cells covering the surface of sediments underlying fish-farming cages in Southern Chile, were examined using a culture-independent approach based on their 16S rRNA gene phylogenies.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

STUDY SITE

The study site was a salmon farm located in Calbuco Island, Southern Chile (41°48'S, 73°11'W) (Fig. 1). Studies were performed before the recent sanitary farm reset due to the infectious salmon anaemia (ISA) outbreak that affected most of industry in the Region (years 2008 and 2009). Farming of salmon and restocking with new smolts had been performed progressively in the tandem-arranged cages of the farm, allowing a continuous fish production of 2500 to 3000 tons per year until 2008. Preliminary submarine imaging (June 2006) revealed an almost complete coverage of seabed underneath the salmon farm by a white microbial mat, putatively dominated by Beggiatoa sp., which was absent outside the fish cages of radii ranging between 10 to 60 m according to the dominant local marine current. A reference site with no visible microbial mats was also chosen for preliminary analyses, this site was at 360 m away from the fish cage at similar depth (Fig. 1).

SAMPLING AND PRELIMINARY ANALYSES.

Sediment samples were collected underneath fish-cage nets by scuba divers in two independent sampling campaigns (August 2006 and June 2007; depth at low tide: 35 m). The samples were always transported in ice and in the dark, to be processed in less than 2 hours. For preliminary sediment analyses for both the study site and reference site, sediment cores of 100 x 26 mm diameter were collected without destroying the bacterial mat (absent in the reference site). Redox potential (Eh) and pH were measured at 2 cm depth (pH meter 330i, WTW, Weilheim, Germany). Undisturbed cores (6 underneath the farm and 3 in the reference site) were sliced in 1-cm intervals (0 to 8 cm depth), frozen at -80 °C, lyophilized and later combusted in a bench top muffle furnace (800 °C, 6 h) to determine organic matter contents. Three additional cores of sediments underlying the farm were similarly sliced to be examined under inverted light microscopy (Eclipse TS100, Nikon Inc, USA) with CCTV camera coupled to video recording.

For microbial phylogenetic analyses, nine undisturbed sediment cores underlying the farm (study site, Fig 1) with 9 to 14 mL of overlying seawater were selected. The upper layer of seawater was gently extracted and replaced with sterile oxygenated seawater (SOSW, made by combination of degassed and air-saturated 0.2 µm filter-sterilized seawater to achieve 8.1 to 9.2 mg O₂/L). These samples were then closed and incubated overnight at 10 °C to allow oxygen consumption and gliding of mat forming cells into the overlaying-seawater. After incubation, gliding filaments were gently aspirated with a sterile disposable Pasteur pipette (Kojima & Fukui 2003; Ahmad et al. 1999), and then transferred to 100 mL sterile polypropylene flask filled with SOSW. Filaments were gently dispersed by pipetting up and down and then incubated for 3 hours at 4 °C. During these incubations, mat-forming filamentous cells decanted and exhibited a self-aggregating behaviour to form a dense mass of motile filaments at the bottom of containers. Dispersion in
fresh SOSW followed by self-aggregation of filaments was repeated twice in order to reduce carry-overs of sediment particles and bacteria unattached to the *Beggiatoa*-like cells. Integrity and purity of filamentous cells were checked by microscopy.

**PCR Amplification, Cloning and Sequencing.**

Twenty milligrams of self-aggregated filaments collected in August 2006 (in the study site) were rinsed three times in 500 mL of sterile phosphate buffered saline (20 mM phosphate buffer, 130 mM NaCl, pH 7.2), followed by centrifugation at 10000 × g for 5 min. Final pellet was resuspended in 200 µL of sterile water and lysed by two freezing (liquid N₂) and thawing (42 °C) cycles followed by heating at 95 °C for 20 min. After centrifugation at 10000 × g for 10 min, an aliquot of cell extract was used as a template for partial 16S rRNA gene amplification using Recombinant Taq DNA Polymerase (Invitrogen, USA) and universal primers for the domain *Bacteria*: 8fpl (5'-AGAGTTTGATCCTGCGCTCAG-3') and 934R (5'-ATTACCGCGGCTGCTGG-3') (Kalanetra et al. 2004). Thermal cycling was carried out with following protocol: 94 °C for 5 min, 30 cycles of 94 °C for 1 min, 60 °C for 1 min, 72 °C for 1 min and a final step at extension at 72 °C for 15 min. The PCR product of ~500 bp was purified with PureLink PCR-purification kit (Invitrogen). Genomic DNA of mat-forming cells (self-aggregating filaments) collected in June 2007 in the study site was directly purified by UltraClean Soil DNA kit (MO BIO Laboratories, CA, USA) and used as templates for 16S rRNA gene amplification with universal primers for the domain *Bacteria*: GM3 forward (5'-AGAGTTTGATCMTGGCCGTCTGAG-3') and GM4 reverse (5'-TACCTTGTTACGACTT-3') (Muyzer et al. 1995). The thermal cycling protocol consisted in 94 °C for 5 min, 25 cycles of 94 °C for 1 min, 48 °C for 1.5 min, 72 °C for 2 min and a final step of extension at 72 °C for 15 min. The PCR product was purified using QIAquick purification kit (Qiagen).

The purified PCR products from both samples were used for clone library constructions, using Topo TA cloning system (Invitrogen) following the instructions provided by the manufacturer. Ninety five clones with the proper insert size of the 2006 sample (~500 pb) were selected for sequencing with a Big Dye v.3 kit (Applied Biosystems) and analysed in an ABI PRISMS model 3100 automated sequencer (Applied Biosystems). Reactions were performed with the M13R primer to fully sequence the partial length 16S rRNA PCR product. In the case of the 2007 sample, 93 clones with a proper size insertion (~1500 pb) were selected and sequenced with the M13R and T7 for a nearly full-length 16S rRNA gene.

**Phylogenetic Analyses.**

Assembling and aligning of 16S rDNA sequence data were performed with the program MEGA4 (Tamura et al. 2007). Chimeric 16S rDNA sequences were checked with the programs Chimera Check version 2.7 (Cole et al. 2003) and Bellerophon (Huber et al. 2004). Retrieving of GenBank homologues was performed in October 2009 by Megablast (Benson et al. 2000). Sequence affiliations were supported by a Naïve Bayesian rRNA classifier (Wang et al. 2007) and phylogenetic analyses by PAUP 4.0b10 (Sinauer Associates, MA, USA) with maximum parsimony (MP) and neighbour-joining (NJ) criteria (tree reliabilities supported by 1000 bootstrap replicates calculated for each criteria).

**Sequences Accession Numbers.**

Sequences obtained from this study have been deposited in GenBank under accession numbers FJ875151-FJ875194 for partial 16S rRNA gene sequences and FJ875195-FJ875199 for nearly complete *Beggiatoa*-like 16S rRNA gene sequences. Sequences with one or more resamplings at 100% sequence identity were deposited just once.

**Results**

**Sampling and Preliminary Analyses.**

Undisturbed cores of the study site (collected in both sampling campaigns) showed a dense *Beggiatoa*-like mat (0.2 to 0.5 cm thick) covering a 2 to 3 cm layer of silty mud gradually mixed with mineral sand and ground shells sediments. All these cores had a strong hydrogen sulphide odour. Light microscopic analyses of sediment slices showed that most of the mat-forming filamentous cells inhabited only the upper layer of sediments (0 - 1 cm). Organic matter content inside the sediments decreased with depth of the slice analysed, from 5.1 ± 1.3% dry weight (mean ± SD, n = 6) at 0-1 cm sediment depth to 1.5 ± 0.3% at 6-7 cm, with no differences between the first and the second sampling campaigns. In the reference site at 360 m outside farm (Fig. 1) the *Beggiatoa* mat was absent, and the respective organic matter contents (in 2007) were 2.3 ± 0.7% and 1.1 ± 0.5% dry weight (n = 3). Additionally, submerged electrodes at 2 cm sediment depth underneath the farm revealed complete depletion of oxygen, reaching redox potential values (Eh) even lower than -350 mV with pH ranging between 5.9 and 6.3, while the reference site reached Eh -115 mV and pH 6.5. These measurements indicated that sediments sampled underneath the fish farm were organically enriched and consequently turned hypoxic due to intense bacterial activity.

**Phylogenetic Analyses by Partial 16S Sequences.**

A clone library of fifty-three partial 16S rDNA sequences (~500 bp) resulted from the 2006 mat-forming cells sample (Fig. 2). This library was composed by undefined *Bacteria* (13 clones), phylum *Firmicutes* (14 clones) and phylum *Proteobacteria* (26 clones), all grouped into 18 operating taxonomic units (OTUs) at 95% of sequence identity. The
undefined bacteria were all grouped into the most abundant OTU of this library (Clone Ca1-A05, plus 7 identical clones and other 5 sequences), which have some undefined eukaryotic plastids or prasinophycean chloroplasts as close relatives from the GenBank database.

The clones of phylum Firmicutes were grouped in 5 OTUs. The major one (clone Ca1-A8 plus 4 clones) had the bacterium *Fusibacter paucivorans* (Ravot et al. 1999) between the nearest cultured relatives. A second Firmicutes OTU includes three clones clustered with *Geobacillus* sp. This heterotrophic and thermophilic Gram-positive bacteria has been isolated from various geographically and ecologically diverse low-temperature settings (Marchant et al. 2002), where their abilities to form viable spores were likely required. The remaining three Firmicutes OTUs were assigned to the order Clostridiales by the Naïve Bayesian rRNA classifier and the closest relatives found in the GenBank database were some uncultured Firmicutes sequences retrieved from black-band diseased coral tissue and putative sulphide-oxidizing microbial mat in Antarctic marine sediments.

The phylum Proteobacteria was represented by the majority of clones in this library, all belonging to Deltaproteobacteria, Gammaproteobacteria and Epsilonproteobacteria classes. The class Deltaproteobacteria was represented by five potentially sulphate-reducing bacteria (SRB) OTUs. Three of these OTUs were assigned to the Desulfovibulbaceae family, being the first one (clones Ca1-E02 and Ca1-F03) clustered with an uncultured bacterium retrieved from sulphide-oxidizing microbial mat of Antarctic marine sediments and the uncultured Dasulfocapsa sp. retrieved also from Antarctic marine sediments (GenBank accessions: FJ223325 and AJ177798). The second Desulfobulbaceae OTU (clone Ca1-H12) clustered with one uncultured bacterium (GenBank accession: EU362301) and the sulphate-reducing bacterium strain SFA3 (GenBank accession: AJ866936), both retrieved from different organically-enriched tidal flat sediments. The last Desulfobulbaceae OTU (clones CA1-F02 and Ca1-F04) belong to the genus Desulforhopalus and clustered with an uncultured bacterium isolated from a river methane seep and a cultured psychrophilic SRB (GenBank accessions: FJ264675 and AF099059). The additional two Deltaproteobacteria OTUs were two Desulfo bacteraceae sequences (Ca1-C31 and Ca1-D11) clustered with an uncultured marine blooming bacterium from sulphidic African shelf water (Lavik et al. 2009) and an uncultured bacterium from temperate estuarine mud (GenBank accessions: FM246545 and AY216443). Additionally, the class Gammaproteobacteria was represented by 4 clones, with two (Ca1-D09 and Ca1-A07), differing only in one out of 523 nucleotides analysed and falling into the order Thiotrichales with the uncultured Beggiatoa sp. clone Limfjorden L22 (Mussmann et al. 2003) as the nearest relative (see next section for a more complete analysis). The remaining two Gammaproteobacteria clones were closely related to Pantoea sp. (family Enterobacteriaceae) and Psychromonas sp. (family Psychromonadaceae), respectively. Finally, Epsilonproteobacteria were the most frequently class obtained in this library, being
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**Figure 1.** Maps of study area showing relative locations of the study site, the reference site and the tandem-arranged cages for salmon farm in Calbuco Island (taken from Google Earth). Water depth below study and reference sites varies between 35 and 45 m, depending on the tidal cycle.

**Figura 1.** Mapas del área de estudio que muestran la ubicación relativa del sitio de estudio, el sitio de referencia y los trenes de balsas jaula de cultivo de salmones en la Isla Calbuco (obtenidos desde Google Earth). La profundidad en el sitio de estudio y en el de referencia varía entre 35 y 45 m dependiendo del ciclo de marea.
Figure 2. Tree indicating the phylogenetic relationships inferred from partial 16S rRNA gene sequences (E. coli position 8 to 534) of clones retrieved from the first mat-forming cells sample (boldface type) and selected nearest relatives from GenBank database. Bootstrap support values for two phylogenetic criteria (MP/NJ) are showed adjacent to the correspondent node. Dash (-) indicates bootstrap support less than 60%. GenBank accession numbers are shown in parenthesis. Resamplings at 100% identity (not included in the tree) were: 7 for Ca1-05, 1 for Ca1-D07 and 1 for Ca1-F10. The tree was rooted with *Methanosarcina* sp. (M59136).
grouped into 4 OTUs at 95% sequences identity. Two of these OTUs were assigned to the genus *Sulfurovum* (clones Ca1-H01, Ca1-A06 and their relatives) with uncultured bacteria samples from hydrothermal vent (Teske et al. 2002) and river methane seep sediments as the closest relatives (GenBank accessions: AF420343 and FJ264676). The third OTU (clone Ca1-F10, other identical, plus other 3 sequences) belong to the genus *Sulfurospirillum*, with an uncultured bacterium clone retrieved from putative sulphide-oxidizing microbial mat in Antarctic marine sediments and *Sulfurospirillum* sp. enriched from hydrothermal vent chimney as the nearest uncultured and cultured relatives (GenBank accessions: FJ223396 and AF357199). The last *Epsilonproteobacteria* OTU contained only one clone (Ca1-F12) and was closely related to *Arcobacter* sp. (Fig. 2).

**Figure 3.** Tree indicating phylogenetic relationships inferred from near complete 16S rRNA gene sequences (E. coli position 29 to 1490) of *Beggiaota* sp. clones from the second mat-forming cells sample (boldface type), closest references from GenBank database, other *Thiotrichales* and some outlier *Gammaproteobacteria*. Bootstrap support values for two phylogenetic criteria (MP/NJ) are showed adjacent to the correspondent node. Dash (-) indicates bootstrap support less than 50%. GenBank accession numbers are shown in parenthesis. The tree was rooted with *Sulfurospirillum* (AF357199).
Phylogenetic analyses of *Beggiatoa* by near-complete 16S sequences

In the second sample for the same study site (year 2007), only 10 almost full-length *Beggiatoa*-like 16S rRNA gene sequences were obtained. The phylogenetic analysis (Fig. 3) shows that all of them formed a well-defined clade with the *Thioploca/Beggiatoa* cluster of vacuolated sulphur-oxidizing filamentous bacteria (99 and 100% for MP and NJ bootstraps) (89–97% sequence similarities) (Jørgensen et al. 2005). They were relatively distant to the freshwater *Beggiatoa alba* and *Beggiatoa* spp. strains OH-75-2a, LPN, AA5A and 1401–13 (85–89% sequence similarities). The majority of the near-complete 16S rRNA gene sequences of *Beggiatoa* sp. have a fragment sharing 100% identity with the partial 16S rRNA gene sequences retrieved in the first library (performed almost one year before). For instance, the partial sequence (~500 bp) of clone Ca1-A07 was 100% identical to the corresponding positions in the near-complete sequences of Ca2-912, Ca2-917 and Ca2-970; and the same applies for the partial sequence of clone Ca1-D09 to the nearly full sequences of Ca-332 Ca-341, Ca-357, Ca-923, Ca-930 and Ca-954. In addition, among the near-complete sequences, clones Ca2-912, Ca2-917 and Ca2-970 were identical and so were the clones Ca2-341, Ca2-357, Ca2-923 and Ca2-954. All these near complete sequences formed a highly supported clade (89 and 99% for MP and NJ bootstraps) (95–97% sequence similarities) with the *Beggiatoa* spp. retrieved from marine sediments of dead zones in northern Europe, clones Limfjorden (Danish inlet) L8, D4, L22 and L6. Additionally, one distinct clone from the 2007 sample (Ca2-329) did not have a parallel in the previous partial 16S library, but formed a well supported cluster with the *Beggiatoa* clones Limfjorden L9 and Dangast (German inlet) A9 (100% for MP and NJ bootstraps) (94% sequence similarities).

Microscopic analysis of the microbial mat.

The microbial mat biomasses used for molecular analyses were mostly dominated by filamentous cells with diameter ranging from 18 to 28 µm, with elemental-sulphur granules arranged in a banding pattern (Fig. 4) and gliding behaviour with frequent rotation along their axes. Detailed video records of these gliding-rotating filaments showed that sulphur granules flanking the patterned-bands were always located at the periphery of filaments (Fig. 4c), consistent with the presence of a large central vacuole inside each tandem-arranged cell.

**Figure 4.** Mat forming cells collected from the water-sediment interface under the study site (2006 sample). a) Dark field micrography with perpendicular fluorescent illumination of self-aggregating cells used for molecular analysis. b) Phase contrast micrography showing most abundant trichomes with band-arranged distribution of sulphur globules. c) Bright field micrography with two different ending morphologies of trichomes. Arrow indicates sulphur globules inside filaments.

**Figura 4.** Células formadoras de tapete colectadas desde la interfase agua-sedimento en el sitio de estudio (muestra del 2006). a) Microfotografía a campo oscuro, iluminado con luz fluorescente perpendicular, de biomasa de células autoagregantes usada para el análisis molecular. b) Microfotografía de contraste de fase que muestra detalle de tricomas más abundantes con gránulos de azufre distribuidos en bandas. c) Microfotografía de campo brillante con dos diferentes morfologías de extremos de tricomas. La flecha señala gránulos de azufre dentro de los filamentos.
DISCUSSION

PHYLOGENETIC SULPHIDE-OXIDIZING CELLS AFFILIATION.

This is the first study showing microscopic morphology reporting affiliation of filamentous organisms that compose the sulfide-oxidizing mat over marine sediments enriched by intensive aquaculture in the southern Chilean inlets. The observed morphology of Beggiatoa cells seems to be synapomorphic between the bifurcated phylogenetic clade (Fig. 3) formed by the Beggiatoa spp. of this study and their closest vacuolated, nitrate-storing and DNRA-driving relatives (Clones Limfjorden L8, D4, L22, L6 and L9 and clone Dangast A9) (Mussmann et al. 2003). This finding allow us to postulate that Beggiatoa mat studied was dominated by a vacuolated population potentially capable of coupling DNRA with sulphide-oxidation. Further examinations of nutrient fluxes in this anthropogenic environment would be then required to evaluate some possible biogeochemical implications of DNRA in the mat, including: (1) the increment of nitrate-dependent ammonium production (Christensen et al. 2000; Graco et al. 2001) and (2) the possible chemosymbiosis between Beggiatoa and anammox (Proloopenko et al. 2006).

METHODOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS

The procedure used here for collection and cleaning of gliding Beggiatoa cells is similar to other previous studies published elsewhere (Kojima & Fukui 2003; Ahmad et al. 1999). However, our study is also the first to apply this method to preliminarily explore the genetic diversity of accompanying microbiota. Using this protocol, we can hypothesize several scenarios for explaining the presence of accompanying microbiota, such as more or less physical attachments with Beggiatoa filaments, a strong chemotactic attraction for them, or simply the fact that these organisms were driven by Beggiatoa motions. In any case, their presence can be a good indication for a narrow and probably syntrophic interaction. Moreover, hypotheses on the physiology of retrieved non-Beggiatoa clones presented in this study are considered preliminary, and further analyzes are required to demonstrate the level of activity of accompanying microbiota (by metabolic key-gene expression measurements) and the specific niches utilized (by fluorescence in situ hybridization). Besides, the detailing level of interpretations of partial 16S rRNA sequences (fragments of only ~500 pb) must be achieved with care. Considering these previous caveats, the following discussion is intended to understand the interpreted metabolic roles of Beggiatoa and accompanying bacterial microbiota in sediment beneath salmon farm.

METABOLIC AND ECOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR IDENTIFIED ACCOMPANYING BACTERIA

Sulphate-reducing Deltaproteobacteria (SRB) are often the major drivers of marine organic matter decomposition under anoxic conditions and are responsible for sulphidogenic activity in sea bed sediments enriched with high organic-carbon input (Jørgensen & Nelson 2004). The presence of these SRB in the top layer of sediments beneath the salmon farms, and its possible co-habitation with the sulphide-oxidizing bacteria (SOB), e.g. Beggiatoa mat, underneath cages of salmon farm is intriguing because they may drive an intense sulphur cycle. Our findings suggested that Beggiatoa cells might have a very close interaction with SRB because these were intrinsically enriched in the upper sediment layers covered by the Beggiatoa mat. This kind of intense sulphur cycle has previously been described for areas beneath intensive shellfish aquaculture, with other SRB and different SOB (Asami et al. 2005). We hypothesize a mutualistic relationship between Beggiatoa and SRB, since some SRB populations could become less inhibited by sulphide (Reis et al. 1991) in this microenvironment where biological scavengers for $\Sigma H_2S$ ($H_2S$, HS$^-$ and S$^2-$) are active (Sayama et al. 2005). On the other hand, it has been found that some SRB are inhibited by some nitrate-reducing and sulphide-oxidizing bacteria (NR-SOB), like Thiomicrospira sp., in the presence of nitrate, where nitrite released by these bacteria was demonstrated to downregulate operons involved in dissimilatory sulphate-reduction by the SRB Desulfothrix vulgaris (Haveman et al. 2005). Beggiatoa spp. in our samples are potentially capable of coupling DNRA with sulphide-oxidation (considered also as NR-SOB), process in which nitrate is directly reduced to ammonium, and until our knowledge with no reports for possible release of any residual intermediary nitrite. By doing it, the Beggiatoa mat biomass could then act as a potent competitive inhibitors for other NR-SOB (Asami et al. 2005; Christensen et al. 2000), like Thiomicrospira sp. Therefore, we could speculate that some SRB can be closely related to Beggiatoa mat because these SRB would be beneficed by the sulphide scavenger effect of Beggiatoa and the displacement of any possible bacterial SRB inhibitors (like Thiomicrospira sp.). The sulphur-cycle involved in turn might affect the overall carbon mineralization rate (by a raised activity of SRBs) inside these organic matter-enriched environments with anthropogenic influence and thus require further evaluation.

Furthermore, it is interesting to note the presence of two clones (Ca1-E02 and Ca1-F03) closely affiliated with the uncultured Desulfoptecapsa sp. (94-97% sequence similarity). Members of this genus are, like D. theiomyzogenes (87-89% sequence similarity) (Janssen et al. 1996) and D. sulfouexigens (88-90% sequence similarity) (Finster et al. 1998), strictly anaerobic sulphate reducers with the frequent ability to drive chemolithotrophic disproportionation of elemental sulphur to thiosulphate to sulphate and sulphide. These processes, known as sulphur dismutations or fermentations,
have been recognized in numerous sulphate reducers but are mostly incapable of sustaining growth (Thamdrup et al. 1993; Jorgensen & Bak 1991). However, D. thiozymogenes and D. sulfoexigens are able to couple thiosulphate and sulphur disproportionation with growth when inorganic sulphide scavengers, like colloidal ferric hydroxide, were amended during culture (Finster et al. 1998; Janssen et al. 1996). Therefore, we could speculate the occurrence of these metabolisms in a microenvironment where biological scavengers for ΣH₂S (Beggiatoa) are already operating.

The Sulfurovum OTUs suggests the presence of a possible pathway for elemental sulphur oxidation. The nearest sequences to these groups include some frequently retrieved 16S rRNA genes from methane seep or hydrothermal sediments (Lloyd et al. 2006, Teske et al. 2002) and symbiotic bacteria of organisms living in these environments (Nakagawa et al. 2005). One of the nearest cultured reference, Sulfurovum lithotrophicum (Inagaki et al. 2004) (89-94% sequence similarity), is a specialized chemolithoautotrophic and non-motile bacterium able to use elemental sulphur or thiosulphate as sole electron donor and oxygen (optimum 5% in gas phase) or nitrate as electron acceptor. Based on this reference, possible Sulfurovum-driving chemolithotrophic sulphur-oxidation in this environment would indicate a necessity for available oxidizing agents, but this would require further detailed examination.

On the other hand, Sulfurospirillum OTU is indicative of the presence of metabolically versatile bacteria. Different species of this genus can drive elemental sulphur oxidizing or reducing reactions with a broad spectrum of oxidant and reductive powers (Jensen & Finster 2005). Detection of Sulfurospirillum sequences has also been reported in Beggiatoa mat communities from cold seep sediments (McHatton et al. 1996), suggesting that the coexistence of Sulfurospirillum sp. and Beggiatoa sp. may be a common phenomenon. In addition, the close cultured relative for the Fusibacter OTU, Fusibacter paucivorans (Ravot et al. 1999), is a strictly anaerobic, motile, Gram-positive, heterotrophic bacterium capable of fermenting organic compounds, as well as oxidizing organic compounds using thiosulphate and sulphur but not sulphate as an electron acceptor to produce sulphide. As suggested for Deltaproteobacteria-related clones, an elemental sulphur-enriched microenvironment with active biological sulphide scavengers seems to be a favourable habitat for elemental sulphur respiration of Sulfurospirillum or Fusibacter-like bacteria.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

In summary, we have presented the first phylogenetic analyses for Beggiatoa mats beneath intensive salmon farms in Chile. The finding of Beggiatoa mats directly beneath these fish cages but not outside clearly indicated significant benthic organic enrichment due to aquaculture activities. Furthermore, the coexistence of the different sulphur-cycling functional groups, associated with the Beggiatoa mat strongly suggests intense sulphur-cycling within these aquaculture-impacted sediments involving sulphate-reducing bacteria and sulphide-oxidizing Beggiatoa, and the subsequently produced elemental sulphur could become available for multiple bacterial intermediaries. Further investigations on the actual occurrences and rates of these processes are much needed to understand how the benthic biogeochemical parameters and the underlying microbial processes are responding to the worldwide increase of aquaculture activities.
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